Counting contacts between neurons in 3D in confocal laser scanning images.
Study of neuronal networks requires an inventory of the neurons, knowledge of fiber in- and output, and qualitative and quantitative data on the intrinsic connectivity. For this purpose we combined in rat hippocampus fluorescence neuroanatomical tracing and intracellular fluorochrome injection of neurons. Multichannel confocal laser scanning microscopy was followed by computer assisted 3D object- and contact recognition. We describe the factors involved in scanning ('from biological object to voxel') and we compare operator-mediated manual recognition of small 3D objects and contacts with 'objective' processing through software. As in all digital object recognition, thresholding is pivotal. We obtained reproducible, 'objective' thresholds via 3D object-threshold analysis with ImageJ. Objective thresholds were subsequently used in SCIL_Image scripts to identify 3D objects, and to identify and count contacts between labeled fibers and intracellularly injected target neurons. At the extreme magnification necessary to distinguish contacts, Abbe diffraction causes voxels that belong to the pre-contact structure to overlap voxels belonging to the post-contact structure. We call this overlap the 'footprint' and we introduce such footprints and their size as criteria to recognize contacts. Automated contact recognition, applying footprints of 100 voxels (involved structures imaged in their specific channel) gave the highest correlation with findings using the manual approach. We conclude that computer identification and counting of contacts is the method of choice, since it combines reduced human bias with good reproducibility of results and saving of time. Of major importance is that threshold selection is not dependent on the human computer operator.